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 Abstract-- In this paper the problem of designing 
supplier-agents for electricity markets using 
Reinforcement Learning (RL) algorithm is discussed. 
With the help of these agents we are able to run and 
simulate competitions among several suppliers of electric 
energy in forward electricity markets (e.g. day-ahead 
energy markets). The goal of each supplier-agent (SA) is 
to maximize its revenue for the entire trading period (e.g. 
24 hours in a day-ahead market).  We use a temporal 
difference (TD) method for each SA to basically learn the 
market environment and the opportunities that give it the 
maximum revenue.  In Q-learning (QL) algorithm, the 
aim of each SA is to maximize its expected reward 
function over the entire trading period.  Each SA takes its 
market strategy in each period by either exploring or 
exploiting.  Exploitation is executed by comparing the 
revenue of a period with the average revenue of the 
previous periods or the agents’ target revenue.  In 
exploration the agent tries to learn its market 
environment by trial-error.  If exploration gives higher 
revenue to the agent then it will increase the probability of 
taking exploratory actions, otherwise the probability of 
greedy actions will be increased. An IEEE 30-bus system 
with six supplier-agents is used for market simulation 
studies. 

 
 Index Terms-- Electricity markets, greedy action, Q-
Learning (QL), market clearing price (MCP), 
Reinforcement Learning (RL), revenue maximizing, 
supplier-agent (SA), supply function, supply-function 
coefficients, Temporal Difference algorithm (TD).     

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

  Interactions within an electricity market constitute a 
repeated game, where a process of experimentation and 
learning changes the behavior of the firms in the market. A 
computational technique that could reflect the learning 
processes and could model the structure and market-clearing 
mechanism would therefore be necessary. 
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  Designing software agents as power suppliers and bulk 
power consumers in electricity markets could help market 
regulators in setting efficient and just market rules to avoid 
market gaming.  Also market participants (e.g. generating 
firms and load serving entities) could compete with smart 
agents in order to improve their bidding strategies and be able 
to predict their opponents' behaviors better.  Therefore, agent-
based markets could be useful tools for electricity market 
studies both for regulators (e.g. independent system 
operators) and participants.     
 
 Reinforcement learning is learning what to do – how to map 
situations to actions – so as to maximize a numerical reward 
signal. The learner is not told which actions to take, as in most 
forms of machine learning, but instead must discover which 
actions yield the most reward by trying them. In the most 
interesting and challenging cases, actions may affect not only 
the immediate reward, but also the next situation and, through 
that, all subsequent rewards. These two characteristics – trial-
and-error search and delayed reward – are the two most 
important distinguishing features of reinforcement learning 
(Sutton and Barto, 1998) [5]. 
 
 The agent-based platform gives us a detailed description of 
the market, taking into account the interactions between 
different generating firms (GF) and load serving entities 
(LSE) in a dynamic environment with incomplete information. 
A reinforcement-learning agent's sole objective is to maximize 
the total reward it receives in the long run. 
 
 Electricity auctions are like repeated games, where we need 
to take into account the learning behavior in order to analyze 
the possible solutions of the game.  The use of agent-based 
simulation will enable the researchers to develop models of 
the electricity industry that are more realistic than the current 
ones [3]. 
 
 Agent-based models can provide electronic laboratories or 
“e-laboratories” to better understand the requirements of an 
electricity market. The complex adaptive systems (CAS) 
empower agents to learn from their previous experiences and 
change their behavior when future opportunities arise.  As the 
simulation progresses, the agents can adapt their strategies, 
based on the success or failure of previous efforts. Genetic 
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algorithms are used to provide a learning capability for certain 
agents [1]. 
  
 Nicolaisen, Petrov and Tesfatsion [5] have studied the 
market power and efficiency of electricity markets with 
discriminatory double-auction pricing. They construct an 
agent-based computational model of a wholesale electricity 
market to use for economical experimentations.  They study 
how the relative market power of the buyers and sellers varies 
in response to changes in market concentration and capacity.  
They also study the distinction between traders’ market power 
due to the market structure and those due to buyers and sellers 
learning.  Their market simulation results confirm that active 
bidding by buyers will limit the ability of sellers to exercise 
market power. 
               
 Each generator has a rule for selling its electricity. It is 
normally modeled by a piecewise-continuous function or a 
polynomial. In this paper we use convex quadratic 
polynomials to model the generators' offers.  
   
 The aim of this paper is to design RL based supplier-agents 
to compete with each other (or human agents) in a fixed (or 
variable) demand electricity market. These smart supplier 
agents update their supply function coefficients in each 
trading period based on their learning of the market 
environment and the behaviors of their opponents. 
 
 The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2 
we propose and formulate the problem; in section 3, an IEEE 
30-bus, 6-generator power system is used for the market 
simulation studies; and section 4 concludes the outcomes of 
our studies presented in this paper.  

II.  PROBLEM STATEMENT 

A.  Problem Formulation: 

 In this paper we assume convex quadratic supply functions 
for the generators. The supply agents are designed to 
maximize their revenues by adjusting their supply function 
coefficients in each trading by either exploring or exploiting. 
Exploitation is executed by comparing the revenue of a period 
with the average revenue of the previous periods or the 
agents’ target revenue (temporal difference method or TD).  
In exploration the agent tries to learn its market environment 
by trial-error. The dynamic update equation for the quadratic 
coefficient of the SAi's supply function is given below: 
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where, 

i
ka  is the quadratic coefficient of SAi's supply function at 

time step k, 
i
k 1

ˆ
+λ  is the predicted MCP of SAi's zone at time step k+1, 

i
kλ  is the MCP of SAi 's zone at time step k, 

i
kPO is the price offer of  SAi  at time step k,  

1
ˆ

+kD is the estimated total market demand at time step k+1, 

kD is the total demand of the market at time step k, 

)3,2,1( =jj
kα  are the relative weights (or learning rates) of 

TD factors in equation (1) that converge to zero when SAi 
reaches its target revenue and stays at that revenue level.  

 
 We assume that a supplier-agent does not know if its 
current strategy is the optimal one. Therefore, we give it a 
chance to explore a better market strategy if exists.  For that, 
we use the Q-learning algorithm and two different dynamic 
update equations (equations 2 and 3) for the linear coefficient 
of SAi's supply function. An initial probability for making 
decisions between greedy actions and exploratory actions is 
assumed. After each period of market simulation the 
probabilities of greedy and exploratory actions are updated 
based on their success or failure in maximizing revenues for a 
SA.  The probability of taking revenue-maximizing actions in 
the future is increased. 

 
The update equation for the linear coefficient of SAi's supply 
function in greedy actions is given as follows: 
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                                                                                       (2)      
where, 

i
kb  is the linear coefficient of SAi 's supply function at time 

step k, 

)2,1( =jj
kβ  are the weighting factors (learning rates) for the 

linear coefficient.  Other parameters are as defined in 
equation (1) for the quadratic coefficient. 
 
The update equation for the linear coefficient of SAi's supply 
function in exploratory actions is given as follows: 
 

RandomKbb i
k

i
k ×+=+1                                                   (3) 

 
where, 
K is a scaling factor, 
Random is a random number, which is selected from a 
uniform distribution function with zero mean and a variance 
of 1 in period k.  
 

 In this paper the range of change for i
ka  is between 0 and 1 

and that for i
kb is between 20 and 40.  The zonal MCP and 

total market demand for the next trading period are either 
predicted (using an ARMA model) or obtained from the 
market operator's open access same time information system 
(OASIS) database for each SA.  
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 In explaining equations (1) and (2), the SA would increase 
its price offer for the next period if the estimated price of its 
zone is higher than the current price. Also it will increase its 
price offer if the estimated amount of market demand is 
higher than the current demand.  The risk of failure for a SA 
will be higher if it increases its price based on the prediction 
of its rivals' price offers.  In open access markets, supply 
functions are considered private information; therefore, 
predicting the behavior of the rivals in the market is not an 
easy task. However, the agents in this paper compare their 
price offers with the zonal MCP to see weather they have set 
the MCP at that trading period. This factor will help them 
observe their rivals' roles (as market makers or price takers) in 
the market without the need to estimate their behaviors.     

 
 If a supplier-agent was the market maker in the previous 
round it may or may not increase its price offer for the next 
round (depending on the demand and price forecasts), but as a 
price taker it will increase its price offer for the next period to 
search for the market opportunities that may arise.    
 As we mentioned above, the relative learning rates: 

)3,2,1( =jj
kα  & )2,1( =jj

kβ  are not constant values. As 

the SA's revenue reaches to its target value (desired value), 
these learning rates converge to some constant numbers.  
They specify how fast the SA learns the market environment.  
The update equations for the learning rates are given below: 
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for j=1,2,3 
 
where, 

j
kR  is the revenue of SAj in time period k, 

j
kR is the average revenue of SAj up to time period k, 

jc is a scaling factor.  
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for j=1,2 
 
where, 

jTR is the target revenue for SAj, 

je is a scaling factor. 

 As mentioned before, we consider quadratic cost functions 
for all the supplier agents in this study: 
 

dgbgagC +⋅+⋅= 0
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where, C(g) is the cost of producing g MW of electric power 
for a supplier agent.  The marginal cost of producing electric 
power for a supplier agent (in $/MW) will be: 
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 The marginal cost of production is the minimum price offer 
for a supplier agent. Therefore, the supplier agents in this 
paper are designed such that their offer function coefficients 
(bidding strategies) for the first bidding period are identical to 
their marginal cost coefficients.  In a competitive market, the 
Nash equilibrium solution for the price offers will be the set 
of marginal costs for all the players (supplier agents) who win 
in the market.  This is when we model an electricity market as 
a constant sum game [6]. 

B.  Agents' Decision Making Framework: 

 The supplier-agents in this paper get the input data from the 
market. This data includes the market historical data and 
power system data.  The SAs either use this data to predict the 
MCP and market demand for the future bidding periods or 
obtain them from the OASIS database.  The SAs also need to 
know weather they were market makers or price takers in the 
previous rounds in order to adjust their bids (actions) for the 
next rounds (based on equations 1, 2, 4 and 5).  Electricity 
markets are stochastic environments with uncertain variables 
such as the rivals' bidding strategies, market demand and 
probabilistic system contingencies (i.e. generator forced 
outages). Therefore, the SAs in this paper are designed to act 
greedily and exploratory in the market with changing 
probabilities based on success or failure of each act.  They 
start with probability (decision factor) 0.5 for each act and as 
they learn the market and continue maximizing their revenues 
they change their decision factors accordingly.  We expect to 
see optimum decision factors for the SAs after they learned 
the market well and reached to their target revenues.         

III.  MARKET SIMULATION STUDIES 

 In this section, we use an IEEE 30-bus system (Figure 1) for 
our agent-based supply market simulation studies.   
 
A. Assumptions: 
 There are six supplier-agents (SA) in the market. The power 
system of figure 1 is divided into three demand areas (zones). 
SA1 and SA2 are in Area 1. SA3 and SA4 are in Area 3.  SA5 
and SA6 are in Area 2.  The benchmark demand values in 
areas 1, 2 and 3 are 76.6 MW, 49.0 MW and 39.4 MW 
respectively. Due to the tie line capacity limits (lines 15 and 
32 have thermal capacities of 10 MVA each) SA5 and SA6 
are in a load pocket.  The green dashed lines in Fig. 1 
represent tie lines 25 and 26 that are offline in this study.       
 
B. Simulations with fixed demand: 
 In this case, we assume that the market demand is fixed. We 
run the simulation for 120 periods. We allocate 6 different 
bidding strategies (based on equations 1-5) for the 6 supplier 
agents (generators) and run the simulation program. The 
important points of the results are given as follows: 
 
 SA1and SA2: As we can see from figures 2 and 3, SA1 has 
higher offer prices than those for SA2 (both linear and 
quadratic coefficients for SA1 are larger than those for SA2) 
in all bidding periods.  SA2 has been the market maker in 
demand area 1 with more energy sales than SA1 in all the 
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periods and from period 70 it has reached to its maximum 
generation capacity (60 MW). We can also see that SA2's 
decision factor for acting greedily has been raised from the 
initial value of 0.5 to its optimal value of 0.7. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. IEEE 30-bus, 6-generator power system 

 
On the other hand, SA1 has increased the rate of its 
exploitation from period 70 towards the end. Its final decision 
factor is 0.8.  Since there are no limits for selling power to 
demand area 3 and also SA2 is more competitive than SA3 & 
SA4, it has become the market maker in demand area 3 as 
well.  SA1 & SA2 have learned to exploit more than explore 
in this market.    

 

 
Fig. 2.  Market simulation results for SA1 and SA2 (SA1 is shown with a solid 
line and SA2 with a doted line in all three graphs): 
Top graph- Amounts of revenues for SA1and SA2 during 120 periods of 
simulation [$] 
Middle graph- Prices of electricity paid to SA1 and SA2 during 120 periods of 
simulation [$/MW] 

Bottom graph- Amounts of generations (sales) for SA1 and SA2 during 120 
periods of simulation [MW] 

SA3 and SA4: The results of figures 4 & 5 are rather 
interesting.  They show that SA3 has been successful by 
exploring at the beginning until period 70.  At this period, SA2 
has reached to its maximum selling capacity, which has 
created an opportunity for SA3 & SA4 to sell more power to 
area 3.  From period 70, SA4 starts exploring and its revenue 
starts going up.  On the other hand from period 100 SA3's 
revenue starts going down but, it does not change its strategy 
and keeps exploiting in the market.  To explain this, we can 
look at figure 5 and observe that from period 100 SA4 has 
decreased its linear supply function coefficient ( kb ) 

considerably and exploring has been successful for it. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Market simulation results for SA1 and SA2 (SA1 is shown with a solid 
line and SA2 with a doted line in all three graphs): 

Top graph- Variations of ka for SA1 and SA2 during 120 periods of simulation, 

Middle graph- Variations of kb  for SA1 and SA2 during 120 periods of 

simulation, 
Bottom graph- Variations of the decision parameters of SA1 and SA2 during 120 
periods of simulation 

   
Fig. 4. Market simulation results for SA3 and SA4 (SA3 is shown with a solid 
line and SA4 with a doted line in all three graphs): 
Top graph- Amounts of revenues for SA3and SA4 during 120 periods of 
simulation [$] 
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Middle graph- Prices of electricity paid to SA3 and SA4 during 120 periods of 
simulation [$/MW] 
Bottom graph- Amounts of generations (sales) for SA3 and SA4 during 120 
periods of simulation [MW] 

 
SA5 and SA6:  By looking at figures 6 & 7 we can see that 
until period 20 both SA5 & SA6 take greedy actions and have 
almost equal average-revenues for these periods.  However, 
from period 20 SA5 starts exploring and SA6 keeps exploiting 
the market.   

  
Fig. 5. Market simulation results for SA3 and SA4 (SA3 is shown with a solid 
line and SA4 with a doted line in all three graphs): 

Top graph- Variations of ka for SA3 and SA4 during 120 periods of simulation, 

Middle graph- Variations of kb for SA3 and SA4 during 120 periods of 

simulation, 
Bottom graph- Variations of the decision parameters of SA3 and SA4 during 120 
periods of simulation 

 

 
Fig. 6. Market simulation results for SA5 and SA6 (SA5 is shown with a solid 
line and SA6 with a doted line in all three graphs): 
Top graph- Amounts of revenues for SA5 and SA6 during 120 periods of 
simulation [$] 
Middle graph- Prices of electricity paid to SA5 and SA6 during 120 periods of 
simulation [$/MW] 
Bottom graph- Amounts of generations (sales) for SA5 and SA6 during 120 
periods of simulation [MW] 

 

SA5 has detected that a decision factor of 0.5 works well for it 
in the market. Therefore, from period 60 SA5 keeps its 
decision factor around 0.5 and its revenue is greater than that 
for SA6 that sells its minimum capacity to the market from 
period 60 due to higher price offers (refer to figure 7, supply 
function coefficients).  It is seen from figure 6 that during 
periods 1 to 70 SA5 has made more revenues than those for 
periods 70 to 120 because of the tie-line congestion that 
isolated demand area 2 from demand areas 1 & 3 and gave 
market power to SA5.    

 
Fig. 7. Market simulation results for SA5 and SA6 (SA5 is shown with a solid 
line and SA6 with a doted line in all three graphs): 

Top graph- Variations of ka for SA5 and SA6 during 120 periods of simulation, 

Middle graph- Variations of kb for SA5 and SA6 during 120 periods of 

simulation, 
Bottom graph- Variations of the decision parameters of SA5 and SA6 during 120 
periods of simulation 

 
C. Simulation with varying demand: 
 In this case we have added a sinusoidal demand function 
with amplitude of 0.65 MW to the fixed demand of the 
previous case. We have simulated this competition for 120 
periods. During these periods, the sine wave has completed 2 
periods. The same strategy set was used for this simulation 
studies. 
  
SA1and SA2: As we know, the demand values at periods 1, 60 
and 120 are the biggest ones. As we see in figure 8 the 
revenue of SA2 in period 60 is greater than that in period 1, 
and the revenue of period 120 is greater than that of period 60, 
although the demand values in all of these three periods are 
equal. This shows that SA2 has the capability of learning its 
market environment and eventually reach to its target revenue. 
  
  Another important observation is that the shape of the 
revenue trend is similar to that of the market demand. 
Therefore, we can conclude that demand is a powerful factor 
in the market learning compare to other factors.  
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Fig. 8. Varying demand market simulation results for SA1 and SA2 (SA1 is 
shown with a solid line and SA2 with a doted line in all three graphs): 
Top graph- Amounts of revenues for SA1 and SA2 during 120 periods of 
simulation [$], 
Middle graph- Price of the electricity paid to SA1 and SA2 during 120 periods of 
simulation [$/MW], 
Bottom graph- Amounts of generations (sales) for SA1 and SA2 during 120 
periods of simulation [MW]. 

 
Fig. 9. Varying demand market simulation results for SA1 and SA2 (SA1 is 
shown with a solid line and SA2 with a doted line in all three graphs): 
Top graph- Variations of ka for SA1 and SA2 during 120 periods of simulation, 

Middle graph- Variations of kb for SA1 and SA2 during 120 periods of 

simulation, 
Bottom graph- Variations of the decision parameters of SA1 and SA2 during 120 
periods of simulation 

 
 SA2 has learned the market environment well and after about 
25 periods its generation (supply) amount has reached to its 
maximum value (60 MW) and stayed there most of the time 
(except the times that system demand has decreased).  SA1 & 
SA2 have acted both exploratory and greedily with a decision 
factor of 0.5 until period 50.  Then, SA2 decided to exploit 
more because it learned the market well and its revenue kept 
increasing.  But, SA1 did not learn the market as well as SA2 
did, and kept its decision factor around 0.5. From figure 8 we 
can see that SA1's revenue changed with the market demand.  
 

SA3 and SA4: We can see from figures 10 and 11 that SA3 & 
SA4 have acted poorly in the market compare to SA1 & SA2.  
They have acted greedily most of the time and offered the 
market cap price. Since there are no limits for SA1 & SA2 to 
sell power to demand area 3, they have become the market 
makers of this area as well (similar to the fixed demand case).  

 
Fig. 10. Varying demand market simulation results for SA3 and SA4 (SA3 is 
shown with a solid line and SA4 with a doted line in all three graphs): 
Top graph- Amounts of revenues for SA3 and SA4 during 120 periods of 
simulation [$], 
Middle graph- Price of the electricity paid to SA3 and SA4 during 120 periods of 
simulation [$/MW], 
Bottom graph- Amounts of generations (sales) for SA3 and SA4 during 120 
periods of simulation [MW] 
 

SA5 and SA6:  Similar to the fixed demand case, SA5 has 
acted better than SA6 in revenue maximizing.  However, both 
SA5 & SA6 acted greedily most of the time.  According to 
figure 12, acting greedily has worked well for SA5 due to its 
lower offer prices and superior bidding strategies compare to 
SA6 (together with the market power that transmission 
congestion has given to SA5 & SA6).  

  
Fig. 11. Varying demand market simulation results for SA3 and SA4 (SA3 is 
shown with a solid line and SA4 with a doted line in all three graphs): 

Top graph- Variations of ka for SA3 and SA4 during 120 periods of simulation, 
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Middle graph- Variations of kb for SA3 and SA4 during 120 periods of 

simulation, 
Bottom graph- Variations of the decision parameters of SA3 and SA4 during 120 
periods of simulation 

 

 
Fig. 12. Varying demand market simulation results for SA5 and SA6 (SA5 is 
shown with a solid line and SA6 with a doted line in all three graphs): 
Top graph- Amounts of revenues for SA5 and SA6 during 120 periods of 
simulation [$], 
Middle graph- Price of the electricity paid to SA5 and SA6 during 120 periods of 
simulation [$/MW], 
Bottom graph- Amounts of generations (sales) for SA5 and SA6 during 120 
periods of simulation [MW] 

 

 
Fig. 13. Varying demand market simulation results for SA5 and SA6 (SA5 is 
shown with a solid line and SA6 with a doted line in all three graphs): 
Top graph- Variations of ka for SA5 and SA6 during 120 periods of simulation, 

Middle graph- Variations of kb  for SA5 and SA6 during 120 periods of 

simulation, 
Bottom graph- Variations of the decision parameters of SA5 and SA6 during 120 
periods of simulation 

IV.  CONCLUSION 

 In this paper we presented a method for designing 
Reinforcement Learning (RL) based supplier-agents to 
compete in an electricity market. We used Q-learning 
algorithm for updating the supply function coefficients of our 

supplier-agents (SA). We introduced a decision factor for each 
agent to decide between exploring and exploiting (acting 
greedily) in each trading period. We also updated the 
probabilities of the exploratory and greedy actions based on 
their success or failure in revenue maximizing for the agents. 
We used simple linear temporal difference (TD) algorithms 
and dynamic learning rates (equations 1-5) to maximize the 
SAs' revenues in the market.  We used an IEEE 30-bus, 6-
generator power system for the market simulation studies. We 
ran several competitions among 6 supplier agents (SA1 to 
SA6) namely the generators in our power system (figure 1). 
We simulated the market for both fixed and variable demand 
cases.  By placing restrictions on the generators, we tried to 
simulate a real market situation. 
  We realized from numerous market simulations that in 
electricity markets, bidding strategies are not the only 
effective factors in the revenue maximizing process. The 
geographical situation of each generator (SA) in the power 
system and the network constraints also play important roles 
in determining a generator's benefit or loss. From our market 
simulations, we observed that the decision factor of a 
successful SA reached to an optimal value (e.g. SA2 in the 
fixed demand case).  We also observed that those agents that 
learned the market environment well, decided to act more 
greedily than exploratory (e.g. SA2 in the variable demand 
case). 
 Based on our market simulation studies we found out that a 
supplier-agent could increase the amount of its supply 
(generation) by reducing its price offer. However, there is no 
guarantee that this policy is always successful. Sometimes due 
to the network limitations (e.g. tie-line congestion and system 
contingencies), we saw that a more expensive generator sold 
more power to the market than the less expensive ones. 
  In our future studies we will use more complicated models 
for our software-agents and will include the market dynamics 
and system contingencies in an agent's decision making.    
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